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Introduction 
The purpose of this note is to record an algebraic calculation which, by means 
of the equivariant controlled simple homotopy theory of Steinberger and West [21], 
implies the existence of an equivariantly finite manifold which does not admit an 
equivariant handle structure; this answers negatively question 4.4 of [19]. Briefly, 
the approach is as follows. For X = R$* with the trivial action of a cyclic group 
G = Cz, of order 21, one shows that a certain “forgetful” map /* : lim,,, I&,(X), + 
I&(X) cannot be a monomorphism. Since equivariant controlled finiteness obstruc- 
tions live in the domain and equivariant finiteness obstructions live in &.(X), 
letting 0 f x E ker p and applying a theorem of Steinberger and West asserting that 
every element of lim,,, Z+(X), can be realized as the equivariant controlled 
finiteness obstruction of a suitable compact G-manifold, one obtains a manifold 
which cannot have an equivariant handle structure (since then its equivariant 
controlled finiteness obstruction x would vanish), yet which must be equivariantly 
finite, since its obstruction p(x) = 0. 
The algebraic calculation is a straightforward application of techniques and 
calculations of Kervaire-Murthy [12], Milnor [16], and Carter [6]. 
Notation which is in force throughout includes the following. @, denotes the nth 
cyclotomic polynomial, 5, a primitive nth root of unity, and 4 the Euler totient 
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function. R” denotes the group of units of a ring R. For an abelian group A, A,, 
denotes the p-primary component; for x E A, (x) denotes the subgroup generated 
by x. For a prime power 4, IF, is the field having 4 elements. If a group G acts on 
a space X, Xc denotes the fixed point set. C,, denotes a cyclic group of order n 
when it is desirable to write such a group multiplicatively. Background references 
are [sl, WI [91, and [71. 
1. The work of Steinberger and West 
In what follows, G is a finite group. 
Definition 1.0. Let X be a G-space. X is G-connected if for each subgroup H 5 G, 
X ” is nonempty and connected. X is l-coherent if it is G-connected and for each 
subgroup H s G, the inclusion XG + X H induces an isomorphism on fundamental 
groups. 
Definition 1.1. Let H L G. A G-handle of type H is G X, (D’ x D,), where D, is 
the representation disk of a real representation p of H, and Dk is a k-disk with 
trivial H-action. The index of the handle is k. Thus a O-handle of type H is just 
Gx,D,. 
Definition 1.2. A G-manifold M has a handle structure if M can be obtained from 
a disjoint union of O-handles by attaching G-handles of higher index; a handle 
G X, ( Dk x 0,) is of course attached by an (equivariant) embedding of G x H (Sk-’ x 
0,) into the previous stage. 
If M has a handle structure, then it certainly has a G-CW structure in the sense 
of Matumoto [ 141 or Illman [ll], since each handle does. Thus a compact G- 
manifold with handle structure is a finite G-CW complex. 
For a G-CW complex X, let Wh,(X) denote the equivariant Whitehead group 
of Illman [ll, 0 21, consisting of classes of G-CW pairs (V, X) such that X is a 
strong G-deformation retraction of V, under the equivalence relation arising from 
equivariant formal deformations. Denote WhG(X) also by j?,,(X). Define i+(X) 
as the subgroup of WhG(X x S’) invariant under the transfers arising from coverings 
oftheformidxp:XxS’+XxS’,p:S’ + S’ a covering, where G acts trivially on 
S’. By a theorem of Ranicki [17], this is isomorphic to the group J&,(X) obtained 
from the Bass-Heller-Swan splitting when X is compact; the equivariant finiteness 
obstruction a(X) of Anderson [l] lies in &(X). Similarly, define k_,,(X) as the 
subgroup of &JX x S’) invariant under transfers arising from covers id x p : X x 
s’+xxs’. 
Now let X be a finite G-CW complex, where G is a finite group. Suppose that 
X is G-connected. Write W(H) for N(H)/ H, so W(H) acts on X H; let W-) 
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denote the covering group of W(H) which acts on the universal cover p of X ” 
(cf. [2, 9 21). Then the following special case of a calculation of Anderson [l] and 
Hauschild [lo] is fundamental. 
Theorem 1.3 (Anderson, Hauschild). With notation as above, let is 1. Then l&;(X) = 
O,l&(Z[ W(H)]), where H ranges over a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes 
of subgroups of G. 
Note that in the situation above, the exact sequence 
l+rr,(XH)+ W(H)+ W(H)+1 (1.4) 
is split [2, § 21, and that the action of W(H) on n,(X “) is induced by the action 
of W(H) on loops based at a G-fixed point in X “. 
Suppose further that X is l-coherent; then any loop in X ” deforms to a loop 
in XG, on which W(H) acts trivially, so (1.4) is a central extension, i.e., W(H) = 
T,(X “) x W(H). Thus Theorem 1.3 immediately yields 
Corollary 1.4. Let X be a finite G-CW complex which is l-coherent. Then for is 1, 
K,,(X)=O,~,(Z[~,(XH)x WWIL 
where H ranges over a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of subgroups of 
G. 
Now consider the controlled analogues of the groups I&,;(X) discussed above. 
Let X be a G-CW complex, B a metric G-space, p: X + B an equivariant map, 
E > 0. Steinberger and West [21] define equivariant analogues of Chapman’s con- 
trolled Whitehead groups [7]. For example, WhLL(X),-l, consists of equivalence 
classes of pairs ( Y, X) of G-CW complexes together with an equivariant E-deforma- 
tion retraction f: Y + X (i.e., the images under p of the tracks of the deformation 
have diameter smaller than E); two pairs (Y,, X), ( Y2, X) are equivalent if there 
is a pair (2, X) together with maps Z + Y, , Z + Yz whose point-inverses have the 
equivariant simple homotopy type of a point, which make the diagram 
commute, and such that the composites Z + Y, -+ X, Z + Yz + X are homotopic by 
a homotopy whose tracks map under p to sets of diameter smaller than F. If the 
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control space B is X itself with p the identity, WhF(X),-1, is denoted simply by 
WhF(X),. 
As above, denote Whz(X), also by E,,(X),. One defines as before the 
equivariant controlled group I&,(X), as the transfer-invariant subgroup of klo (X x 
S’), . There is an equivariant controlled finiteness obstruction oF (X) E ko, (X), 
analogous to Chapman’s controlled finiteness obstruction [6, § 71. There is thus an 
obstruction P(X) E lim,,, I&,(X), whose vanishing means that X has the E- 
homotopy type of a finite G-simplicial complex for all E. There is an obvious 
“forgetful” map k,,(X), + Z&,;(X) under which the equivariant controlled finite- 
ness obstruction a,(X) maps to the ordinary equivariant finiteness obstruction 
o(X), and clearly this yields a map p : lim,,, k,,,(X), + I&,_(X). 
Recall next the definition of Bredon homology [4]. 
Definition 1.6. A Bredon coeflcient system is a functor from G-sets to abelian groups. 
Definition 1.7. Let Cr be a Bredon coefficient system, K a G-simplicial set. Then 
the Bredon homology HF( K; Cr) is the homology of the simplicial abelian group 
[ n]e Cr( K,). One defines relative Bredon homology in the obvious way. The Bredon 
homology of a G-space X is that of its total singular complex. 
If X is a CW complex, one can define cellular Bredon homology fiz(X; 6) in 
the usual way, as the homology of the complex 
and the usual spectral sequence argument shows that fiz(X; c) is naturally isomor- 
phic to Zfz(X; 6). 
If X is G-connected, *E Xc, then HF(X; Cc) = Cc(*) for any Bredon coefficient 
system CF, since a r8raximal G-tree provides a way of joining any point to *. 
By viewing a G-set as a discrete G-space, one can regard the functors I& 
(-15 is 1) as Bredon coefficient systems. 
Now let X be a compact l-coherent CW-complex. Then the exact sequence of 
[21, Theorem 31 ends in 
H,G(X; R,,) A lim I&,(X), + HP(X; K_,,)+ 0; - 
F 
but since X is G-connected, the above discussion yields HF(X; I&.) = &,(*), 
where *E Xc. Moreover, the constant map X + * is G-equivariant, so there is an 
obvious retraction r splittingj, and one obtains the split short-exact sequence 
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By (1.3), ~,,;(*)-o,B,(z[W(H)l) (h - ere W(H) = W(H) for a point). Since X is 
I-coherent, a cell-trading argument [8, Chapter II, (7.3)] shows that X has a CW 
structure in which the 2-skeleton consists of the 2-skeleton of Xc together with 
trivially-attached 2-cells (i.e. 2-cells attached via maps of the form G/H x S’ + *, * 
a O-cell of X”). Since trivially-attached 2-cells cannot affect HP, the cellular 
description of Bredon homology now shows that 
HF(X; km,<;) = H,(X”; k,,;(*))- H,(X)OO,K,(Z[ W(H)]). 
Thus 
lim &,(X),--OH (B,(iz[W(H)l)O(H,(X)OK~,(Z[ W(H)]))). - 
Also, 
J&,(X) -O&@[P(X) x WWI) by (1.5), 
and according to Steinberger and West, the forgetful map p :lim,,, &,;(X), + 
i,,,;(X) is the direct sum over H of maps 
/J’H: ~o(m[W(H)I)O(H,(X)OK-,(Z[W(H)I)) 
-+ &@h(W x W(WI). 
To show that p is not manic, it suffices to show that for H the trivial group, so 
W(H) = G, the map 
P,: &(zG)o(H,(x)~K_,(zG))+ EzO(z[T,(x) x ~1) 
is not manic. 
Finally, specialize to a concrete example of this phenomenon: let X = RP*, with 
the trivial action of G = C2,. Then p, is a map 
~,~jZC,,~O(i2/2ZOK~,~ZC,,~~~~“~Z~C,~ C,,]). 
It will be shown in (2.0) that no such map can be manic. This yields the main 
theorem, as follows. 
Theorem. For G cyclic of order 21, there is an equivariantly jnite manifold M with 
no equivariant handle structure. 
Proof. Let X =RlP” with trivial G-action. By the above discussion and (2.0), 
_ 
P : lim-,, &,(W, + &;(W is not injective, so let 0 # x E ker p. By [21, Theorem 
41, there is a compact G-manifold M containing X and an equivariant retraction 
r: M+ X which induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups and satisfies 
r,(lim,,, a,(M)) = x. If M had a handle structure, it would be a finite G-CW 
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complex, so its equivariant controlled finiteness obstruction lim,,, a,(M) would 
vanish, which is impossible, since it maps to x. Thus A4 has no handle structure. 
However, M is equivariantly finite since p(x), the equivariant finiteness obstruction, 
is trivial. 0 
2. Calculations 
By the above discussion, it suffices to show the following. 
Theorem 2.0. 7here is no monomorphism 
This will be established by considering 2-primary parts. Letting C denote 
kJ(G,),, it will be shown that &,(ZC,,) = C x C, that C is cyclic, and that 
K_,(ZC,,) = Z x Z. It is then evident that on 2-primary parts, p : Z/2Z x Z/22 x C + 
C x C cannot be injective. 
First, the following special case of a theorem of D. Carter now permits explicit 
calculation of K_,(ZC,,). 
Theorem 2.1 [6, Theorem 11. Let rr be aJinite abelian group of order n, K the number 
of inequivalent rational representations of T; for a prime p, let K,, (resp., rP) denote 
the number of inequivalent irreducible representations of TT over the p-adic completion 
Q, (resp., the residue field IF,). Then K_,(ZT) is free abelian of rank r = 
1 -K +I,,, (Kp - r,,). 
Recall also the decomposition law for rational primes in the cyclotomic field 
O[l,]; see e.g. [23, Propositions 7-2-4, 7-4-31. 
Fact 2.2. If pXm, then p factors in a[&,,] into a product of r distinct primes of 
residue class degree A where f is the smallest positive integer such that pf = 
l(modm),andrf=+(m).IfpI m, write m = p’m’, where (m’, p) = 1; then p factors 
as (p, . . 1 Pi)+, where pr, . . . , pr have residue class degree f; the smallest positive 
integer with p’s l(mod m’), and rf = +( m’). 
Corollary 2.3. K-, (Z C,,) = Z x Z. 
Proof. In the notation of (2.1), it is evident that K =4; indeed, QC,, = 
Q xQ[&l x Q[J,l x Q[M. Thus Q,C,, -- Q, x QP,@Q[&l x %@a[<,1 x Q,OQ[5,,1. 
But Q,@Q[lJ = fl,,, Q[l,], (see e.g. [24, (10.2) of Chapter II]), and by Fact 2.2, 
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there are 2 primes p of O[<,] dividing 7, since 7.’ = l(mod 3) and rf = +(3) = 2 is 
satisfied by f = 1, r = 2. Similarly, O,OO[l , ] is a field, while Q,O Q[ c2,] is a product 
of two fields, so Q,C,, is a product of 6 fields, i.e., K7 = 6. A similar computation 
yields K~ = 4. 
Next, consider representations over the residue fields. If E : lF,C, + IF, denotes the 
augmentation, it is easily seen that the kernel of the map 
is the radical of F,C,, , so the simple modules for lF,C*, are just the simple modules 
for ff ,CX = LF, x IF, x IF 7 and hence r, = 3. Similarly, r3 = 2. Substituting these values 
into (2.1) yields the result. q 
Thus the 2-primary part of (K_,(ZCZ,)0Z/2Z)0 &(iZCz,) is Z/22 x Z/2E x C. 
Remark. The salient feature of C,, which suggests that it should provide the desired 
example is of course that 7 = l(mod 3), yielding a rather large value for K~ and 
hence a large domain for p; however, as will be seen below, Cz, is sufficiently small 
to permit easy calculations involving K,(hC 42 using the techniques of Kervaire- )
Murthy [ 121. 
Lemma 2.4. The 2-part l?O(ZC42)2 is isomorphic to C x C, where C = l?O(ZCz,)z. 
Proof. Tensoring the fibre square 
by ZCz, yields a fibre square 
and Milnor’s Mayer-Vietoris sequence [15, Theorem 3.31 has the form 
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But IFZCz, is semisimple, so J&(lF2C2,) is free abelian, while &(ZC,,) is finite, by 
a theorem of Swan [20, Theorem 3.81, so a is the zero map. Moreover, IF2CZ, is a 
product of fields of characteristic 2, so K,(lF,C2,) = (lF2C21)x is 2-torsion-free, and 
hence 6 is trivial on 2-torsion. The conclusion is now immediate from the exact 
sequence. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let & be a primitive cube root of unity. Then I&(Z[cJC,) = 0. 
Proof. Tensoring the fibre square 
with Z[j,] yields a fibre square 
and associated Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
By the theorem of Bass-Milnor-Serre [3], 
~,mm = ‘WJ”, K,@TtLl) =GL,l”. 
By Fact 2.2, there are two distinct primes of Z[lJ above 7, each of residue class 
degree 1, so 
Moreover, the cokernel of 
is merely the cokernel of the map 
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since 
commutes. Explicitly identifying Z[ 1,]/7Z[ 5J with 
observe that p is given by 
!L - 531 > C&4) 
57 -11 ’ (1,1) 
by [23, Proposition 7-6-21, I- 12, is a unit in Z[<2,] whose image p(l- 12,) = (6,4) 
has order 6. Similarly, 1 - c:, is a unit whose image p( 1 - S:,) = (4,6) has order 6 
and generates a subgroup which meets the subgroup generated by (6,4) trivially. 
Thus im p = Z/62 x Z/62 is all of IF; x F;, ’ i.e., coker /!I = 0, so 8 is the zero map. It 
is well known [15, Corollary 1.111 that for a Dedekind ring C, K,(c) = Pit(S), so 
K,,(Z[l,]) = Pic(Z[S,]) = 0, while &,(Z[f,,]) = Pic(Z[l,,]) = 0 by [13]. Thus the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence above yields &(Z[ lx] C,) = 0. 0 
Lemma 2.6. The 2-primary part C of ko(ZCz,) is cyclic. 
Proof. Extending the scalars to ZC7 in the fibre square 
ZC3 - a!3 
I I 
Z-h 
yields a fibre square 
ZC,, - aLlC7 
with associated Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
K,(12C,) x K,@[531G) : K,F,C,) A K”@C2,) 
+ G@C7) x &@Mc7). 
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By a theorem of Rim (cf. [18], or [15, § 3]), I&(ZC,) = Pic(Z[l,]) =O, while 
&(Z[&]C,) = 0 by Lemma 2.5; thus S is surjective, and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
becomes 
(ZC,)” x m!hlG)” ~(~3C’)” + &(~G,)+O. 
Moreover, &Z C,,) = coker (Y = coker p, since 
(ZC,)” 
1 
7 
(F,C,)” 
commutes. 
Now 
~,~,~~?r~I/~~'-~~=~~~~729, 
since 3 is inert in Z[C,], by Fact 2.2. thus 
(F,C’)” = z/22 x Z/U x Z/lb x Z/132. 
Letting t denote a generator of C, and making the obvious identifications, /3 is 
given by 
lx p lv (1, 1). 
By [23, proposition 7-6-21, 1 - l:/ 1 - & = 1 + & is a unit of Z[13], and p( 1 + c3) = 
(2,2). Thus (coker /3)z is a quotient of 
F,x x (~,[W(@,)),” 
((2,2)) ’ 
which written additively is 
n/22 x h/U 
((194)) ’ 
since 2 is the unique element of order 2 in IF T and in (IF,[X]/(@,))“. A routine 
change of coordinates shows that this quotient is Z/82; thus C = (coker p)z is a 
quotient of a cyclic group, so C itself is cyclic. This completes the proof of Theorem 
2.0. 0 
Remark. One can actually show that &(ZC2,) is a 2-group, so &,(ZC,,) = C. Indeed, 
by [15, Lemma 12.101, there is a unit u of ZC, satisfying (t*- l)( t3- 1) = 
u(t- l)(t- 1);Milnor’sproofshowsthatuisgivenbyu = -(l/t)((t+ l)(t*+ t+ l)- N), 
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where N=l+t+.. ~+t6isthenormelement,sou=tS+t4+ff3-f-1.Then/3(u)= 
(1, X5 +X4+X’ +2X f2) is easily checked (preferably by computer) to be an 
elementoforder91=7~13in(IF,C,)“~2/22~2/82~2/72x2/132.Thuscoker~ 
has only 2-primary torsion. 
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